
Superior sound quality  
and connectivity



MicroTech is a world leader in the 

development of innovative hearing  

aid technology. 

Over the past decade, hearing aids 

have transitioned from single-purpose 

devices designed to improve audibility for 

people with hearing loss to “connected” 

devices that let users stream phone calls, 

television, music and other audio signals 

directly from their smartphones to their 

hearing aids.

With Esentia hearing aids you get 

the industry's smartest rechargeable,  

a solution for single-sided hearing  

loss and our best-sounding and  

best-performing device ever.

At MicroTech,  
we're continuously 
innovating



Hear speech comfortably 
even in busy settings  
while unwanted  
noise is suppressed.

Preserve peace and quiet 
while important sounds 
like speech are amplified.

No buzzing, no whistling,  
just comfortable, feedback-free  
listening all day.

Connect hearing 
aids via Bluetooth® 
with accessories and 
select smartphones.*

Stream crisp, clear 
phone calls and  
experience music  
the way it was  
meant to be heard.

Get superior sound 
quality, clarity, more 
natural hearing and 
effortless transitions.

*Remote Microphone + is required for certain smartphones.

With Esentia, you'll enjoy supreme sound 

clarity, comfort and universal connectivity. 

Thanks to advanced technology we call 

Hearing Reality, Esentia is designed to be 

effective in the noisiest environments.

In fact, a recent independent study 

gave Esentia hearing aids the top rating 

compared to other manufacturers’ 

premium devices for reducing background 

noise in noisy listening environments.1 

And our Mask Mode feature helps make 

it easier to hear people who are wearing 

face masks.



Hearing health 
means a 
healthier you

A growing body of evidence points to 

a connection between hearing health 

and overall health. People who treat 

their hearing loss not only hear better, 

but may lower their risk for serious 

health issues such as cognitive decline 

and dementia.2

Research supports that it’s a change 

worth making. Adults with moderate 

to severe hearing loss are three to 

five times more likely to develop 

dementia.3 And adults with hearing 

loss can experience a 30 to 40 

percent faster rate of cognitive decline 

than those with normal hearing.4



Custom. 
Convenient. 
Comfortable.

The Thrive Hearing Control app works 

seamlessly with Esentia to give you 

complete control of your hearing aids. 

Change settings easily, quickly adjust 

volume, create customized memories  

and stream music or phone calls with  

the touch of a button.

Easy personalized control

Mask Mode is now available in the 

Thrive Hearing Control app as a custom 

memory to boost certain frequencies 

to help you better hear people who are 

wearing face masks.*

Mask Mode

Meet the world’s first custom rechargeable 

hearing aids. Custom means the hearing 

aid is custom molded to fit your unique 

ear canal comfortably and securely. And 

they won’t get tangled or pulled off when 

wearing or removing face masks. Multiple 

color options allow you to be discreet or 

show off your new in-ear device.

*Available on select technology levels.

Our new charger fits 

all custom hearing 

aids and provides up 

to 24 hours of power 

in a single charge.



Talk to your hearing professional about 

your budget, your lifestyle and how 

active you are to help find the hearing 

aid that’s right for you. And if you have 

single-sided hearing loss we have 

solutions to help you.

Hearing 
solutions for 
every need

Custom molded to your 
unique ear canal

Surface 
NanoShield 

helps protect 
hearing aids 

from moisture

Slate
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Bright White 
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Black
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Espresso

ChestnutLight 
Brown

Dark 
Brown

Pink Medium 
Brown

Black

Faceplate 
(visible)

In-ear Solutions

Over-the-ear Solutions



Sleek, wireless accessories stream the 

sounds you love directly to your Esentia 

hearing aids. Enjoy your favorite music, 

TV shows and phone calls with excellent 

sound quality.

Reconnect 
with what 
matters most

1. Remote Microphone +

Enables easy audio streaming 

and one-on-one conversations 

in noisy environments.

2. Mini Remote Microphone

Enjoy one-on-one conversations in 

noisy environments by clipping it to 

your conversation partner’s clothing.

3. TV Streamer

Easily stream audio from your TV or 

other electronic audio source directly 

to your hearing aids.

4. Remote

Easily control memory and volume, 

mute your hearing aids and turn other 

special features on and off.

5. Table Microphone

Make group settings easy with eight 

built-in microphones that stream the 

primary speaker’s voice to 

your hearing aids.
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Another member of the Esentia product 

family, Esentia AI is the world’s first 

hearing aid with sensors and artificial 

intelligence that lets users monitor brain 

and body health. When a hearing aid 

does all this, it’s more than just a hearing 

aid, it’s a multi-purpose device that 

redefines what a hearing aid can do.

Track brain 
and body 
health with 
Esentia AI

Body Score

82

Most health tracking devices use 

the wrist, but the ear provides far 

more accurate data5 — in fact, it’s 

the ideal spot for reliable tracking,  

and Esentia AI is the first-ever device 

to take advantage of that.

Now people of all ages can take a 

proactive approach to their overall 

health and wellness.

Esentia AI also features easy tap 

control, transcribes conversations and 

is compatible with both Android™ 

and Apple® smartphones.
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microtechhearing.com/thrive-hearing.
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